Managed Services
Gain a secure framework for your business evolution

Emerging applications are creating new business opportunities

The 4th Industrial Revolution means digital is everywhere and driving growth
Hybrid and remote work have upended traditional workflows, requiring change for user interfaces
Innovative software applications create new IT management demands

85%
of business applications will be SaaS-based by 2025.

60%
of executives say digital transformation is their most critical growth driver in 2022.

There are challenges on the path to digital excellence
Maintaining additional systems and services
Increasing risk in new and upgraded technology stacks
Unpredictable performance when scaling

86%
of CIOs say their role is becoming more digital and innovation focused.

Lumen Managed Services: Ignite value and growth with expertise for the digital world
Lumen delivers the experience and dedication you need to innovate, scale and drive efficiencies in your application infrastructure and network. Our Managed Services intersect and enable all applications and services on the Lumen Platform with advisory, project and ongoing capabilities across three key practices:
Network & Communications, Edge & Applications and Smart Solutions.

Empower innovation with management across environments
We provide services, support and optimize your network, communications, edge and applications so you can focus your teams on creativity and insights instead of maintenance. We show you how to take greater advantage of increasingly hybrid, distributed and diverse markets and work models.

Enable productivity by leveraging transformation
We provide managed network services and multi-environment orchestration to support better collaboration and connectivity with increasing connection and share across boundaries.

Maintain service levels while managing risk
We provide resilient, secure and urgent connectivity with critical compute and security services in the Lumen Platform and partner with leading performance and support post-implementation operations.

Our professionals have 2,950+ certifications across our technology ecosystem

Explore new opportunities to achieve your goals
Maximize the efficiency and innovation of your organization by optimizing your digital business with Lumen Managed Services.
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